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Dear Friends of PTPDE
"Meeting and exchanging with communities we serve is one of the most
important aspect of planning and implementing a successful project and that is
our strongest strategy for our community chapter projects in Togo.
On September 15, 2021, Board members of PTPI-TOGO Chapter meets with the
people living in Atti Setekpe community to exchange and finalise the planning of
women empowerment project implementation.
In our discussions and exchanges to finalise the starting of the project, we come
into conclusions that two cooperative groups of women farmers and one
cooperative group of men be created to start producing vegetables and legumes
for selling for generating incomes to support their children education and
providing daily needs for their families with the objectives of fighting against
poverty to promote Sustainable Development Goals set up by the United Nations.
In PTPI, our chapters and all our partners around the globe we believe it that
when families and individuals can afford the minimum needs to support their
children education, provide basic needs for their family's living and having
access to good health system, portable water, electricity and all that human
beings need to live on daily can pave a way for peace and understanding and
therefore making the world a better place for all.
We believe that our collective efforts we can even do more than we are doing
now.
Our sincerest thanks goes to all our chapter partners, individuals and PTPI for
giving us such a wonderful opportunities to be doing all that we are realising to
support our communities with different projects with the aim of enhancing
international understanding and Peace.
Let us come together to do more to help make the world the most peaceful but
better place for all.
We shall keep on updating you from time to time on the progress of all activities.
Peace through understanding.
Newlove Bobson Atiso
Togo.”

